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Gregory, Philippa.  The Other Boleyn Girl - Mary Boleyn comes to the court of King Henry VIII, 
where she falls for the dashing king, and begins to enjoy her growing role as unofficial queen, 
however, she soon realizes she is merely a pawn in her family's ambitious plots as the king's interest 
begins to turn towards her best friend and rival, her sister, Anne. 
 
Gregory, Phillipa.  The Other Queen - Presents a fictionalized account of the final years of Mary, 
Queen of Scots, who fled Scotland and sought sanctuary in the home of the Earl of Shrewsbury and 
his wife, only to find herself imprisoned. 
 
Harrison, Cora.  I Was Jane Austen’s Best Friend - In a series of journal entries, Jenny Cooper 
describes her stay with cousin Jane Austen in the 1790s, and her entrance into Jane’s world of 
beautiful dresses, dances, secrets, gossip, and romance. 
 
Irwin, Margaret.  Young Bess: the Girl Who Would be Queen - A fictionalized account of the 
life of young Elizabeth Tudor, who is taken in by King Henry VII's last wife, Katherine Parr, after the 
king's death, and finds herself pursued by Katherine's new husband, Tom Seymour, who believes 
courting the king's daughter will give him greater power. 
 
Klein, Lisa.  Ophelia - In a story based on Shakespeare's Hamlet, Ophelia tells of her life in the 
court at Elsinore, her love for Prince Hamlet, and her escape from the violence in Denmark. 
 
Meyer, Carolyn.  Loving Will Shakespeare - Anne Hathaway has always dreamed of leaving the 
small cottage where she and her siblings live with their critical stepmother, and when Will 
Shakespeare returns home and begins showing a serious interest in her, Anne must decide whether to 
follow her heart or play by the rules. 
 
Morgan, Jude.  The Secret Life of William Shakespeare: a Novel - Presents a fictionalized 
account of the life of playwright William Shakespeare. 
 
Morgan, Jude.  Charlotte and Emily: a Novel of the Brontes - A fictionalized account of the 
life of the Brontë sisters, recounting the experiences of Emily, Anne, and Charlotte. 
 
Tey, Josephine.  The Daughter of Time - Follows Alan Grant, an injured policeman currently 
hospitalized and bored, as he searches for the truth behind the belief that Richard III murdered the 
little princes in the tower. 
 
Weir, Allison.  Innocent Traitor: a Novel of Lady Jane Grey - the story of Lady Jane 
Grey–“the Nine Days’ Queen” –a fifteen-year-old girl who unwittingly finds herself at the center of the 
religious and civil unrest that nearly toppled the fabled House of Tudor during the sixteenth century. 
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